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# INVADE SUMMER !
Summer is coming soon and brings brand new products such as stone fruits, Murcia’s peppers, Verna lemon and many others !
For hmy second campaign, i am still growing fast with more products, bigger productions and while keeping a wonderful
quality.

# OUR STONE FRUITS ARE COMING SOON !
The fruit season is coming soon in Murcia’s orchards and our partner is working hard
to get the best fruits from his threes!
There is no secret method to harvest the best and tastiest stone fruits but patience,
observation and hard work. Our market gardener feed the threes at a perfect balanced
proportion to give them vigor and a special tonic effect. The thinning is already done,
an essential act to get bigger and tastier fruits especially for you.

Thanks to this privileged climate linked to experienced and meticulous market gardener,
MissTonic will be able to offer you, our beloved customers, the best of stone fruits, so stay informed!

Contact I info@misstonic.com
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# MURCIA’S SUMMER CAPS

When spring is coming, Murcia’s pepper shows up. It takes over the production after Almeria’s pepper for european
pepper supply.
The Miss Tonic pepper productor give us some futher informations :
“We usually sow during the winter, between december and january. Then it will take around 3 or 4 weeks to get
the first pepper. For each greenhouse we sow one specific variety. This way, red, yellow and green pepper won’t
grow in the same greenhouses.”
What’s the average yield for Mucia’s pepper ?
“The average yield we are able to get is about 10 tons per ha in greenhouses and 30 tons per ha outdoors. In the
area, the production can reach 43 thousand tons per campaign and it’s still growing”. Yours needs will be satisfied.

# MORE...

FOLLOW MISSTONIC ON INSTAGRAM !
Stay informed and see pictures of
production and products in real time!

IT’S ARRIVING
Vernas Lemon is going to replace
soon Primofiori lemon in Misstonic
boxes !

Contact I info@misstonic.com

CLOSE TO YOU
MissTonic was on the RUNGIS (Paris)
and CORBAS (Lyon) MIN visiting her
beloved customers with her stone
fruits producer !
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